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ABSTRACT

The understanding of customers’ needs and preferences in housing is complex. In order to respond to this, housing companies should be able to offer a higher product variety while ensuring cost effectiveness. Mass customisation (MC) has been suggested as an effective strategy for balancing the fulfilment of clients’ needs and at the same time keep costs and delivery time within acceptable limits. Several MC practices have been associated to Lean Production (LP), such as reducing lead time, increasing value by systematically capturing customer requirements, and increasing output flexibility. The aim of this paper is to identify a set of MC practices in housebuilding, discuss their underlying concepts and principles, exploring their connections to LP. The identification of common concepts and principles between LP and MC can support the definition of the MC strategy for housing companies and also the adaptation of best practices to different organisational contexts. Results are based on a literature review and a case study developed with a Brazilian house-building company. The main contribution is better understanding trade-offs between productivity and flexibility with the aim of improving value generation in housing projects.
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INTRODUCTION

Mass Customisation (MC) is an organisational strategy that aims to offer products that fulfill customers’ requirements, potentially adding value, through flexible process and structure, with costs and delivery time similar to mass production (Pine, 1993; Hart, 1995; Jiao, Ma, & Tseng, 2003; Fogliatto, da Silveira, & Borenstein, 2012). The main challenges in the application of MC for housebuilding companies are capturing customers’ requirements (Barlow & Ozaki, 2003; Tillmann and Formoso, 2008; Martinez et al., 2017) and keeping the balance between offering variety and maintaining housing affordability (Martinez et al., 2017) without affecting the efficiency of the production process (Nahmens & Bindroo, 2011). In the last 20 years, several studies have proposed ways to overcome this challenge in manufacturing. Furthermore, previous research suggest the combination of different practices and strategies to deliver mass custom goods (Ferguson, Olewnik, & Cormier, 2014; Fettermann, 2013; Piller, Moeslein, & Stotko, 2004).

Koskela (2000) states that the consolidation of lean production has played a key role in the emergence of MC in the beginning of the 1980s, based in the value generation perspective. Piller, Moeslein, & Stotko (2004) describe that the use of the concept of value generation in different production systems and strategies, such as agile, lean and MC, have the common goal of increasing cost-effectiveness and ability to react to heterogeneous and constantly changing market demands. Agile and Lean are also considered as enablers to mass customisation (Fogliatto et al., 2012). However, exploring the relationship between agile, lean and mass customisation is a significant research gap yet to be addressed (Fogliatto et al., 2012). Although the combination lean and MC have been raised in the literature its implications have not been addressed in detail still (Stump & Badurdeen, 2012). According to Nahmens and Bindroo (2011), in the house building industry the combination of lean and MC are particularly interesting due to the challenges provided by its context of application, and can be regarded as way to achieve and maintain continuous improvement and efficiency in operations and strategic levels. Moreover, there is a lack of discussion on which are the specific relationship between MC and Lean concepts and limited empirical evidence on how those connections can enable MC and ease the implementation of related practices.

The aim of this paper is to identify a set of MC practices in housebuilding, discuss their underlying concepts and principles, exploring connections to Lean Production. The identification of common concepts and principles can support the definition of MC strategies for housing companies and also the adaptation of good practices to different organisational contexts.

MASS CUSTOMISATION

The implementation of MC depends on fundamental changes in the product development process, so that the diversity of customer requirements is systematically considered, and opportunities for cost savings created (Ferguson et al., 2014; Fettermann, 2013; Piller et al., 2004). These changes depend on the coordinated efforts of three different areas:(Customer Integration, Product Design and Operations (Ferguson et al., 2014; Rocha, 2011; Schoenwitz, Potter, Gosling, & Naim, 2017). Customer integration is concerned with
understanding the demand for customisation by capturing customers’ requirements and translating them into product specifications, customer-supplier interaction process, tools and the solution space definition (Ferguson et al., 2014; Rocha, 2011). The product design area involves developing design concepts and solutions, including product architectures and product-service systems, based on the customisation units chosen by customers (Ferguson et al., 2014; Rocha, 2011). Operations can be regarded as a way to produce and deliver customized goods by managing production and supply chains to ensure that the costs and time are below a certain limit. Rocha (2011) recommends that the definition of the strategy should begin from the core categories which outline the MC strategy to then proceed to other areas above mentioned.

In house-building, several MC practices and approaches have been presented in the literature (e.g. Rocha, 2011; Schoenwitz et., 2012; Shin et al. 2008; Tillmann and Formoso, 2008; Noguchi & Hernández-Velasco, 2005; Barlow and Ozaki, 2002; Naim and Barlow, 2002). Fetterman (2013) defines practices as methods, tools, techniques, which can be combined to support the introduction of changes in the product development. When translated into abstract ideas, practices can be transferred from different contexts and cultures to be applied (Lillrank, 1995). This practical-theoretical reflection is necessary to transcend the mechanical repetition of the existing (Arís, 1998) enabling improvement through critical thinking and reflection (Franco, 2003 apud Amorim, 2018).

According to Balow (1998), MC can be enabled by agile production systems, which aim to respond to the constantly changing market demands by delivering high-quality products and reducing costs and product development process time. The same author argues that agile systems can be regarded as an extension of the lean production philosophy. Furthermore, Pine II (1994) and Barlow (1998) suggest that there are several connections between MC and Lean Production, such as: (i) just-in-time, which contributes to the reduction of waste and stocks; (ii) pull production, which enables the production of goods pulled by customers’ orders; (iii) economic batch, in which each product customisation is done by reducing the setup and change over times, responding rapidly to frequently changing customers desires and expectations. Additionally, in both approaches there is a need to manage the supply chain, and to enhance collaboration between stakeholders in order to deliver a product that fulfill the customers requirements (Naim & Barlow, 2002).

In the housing context, the adoption of lean principles combined with MC strategy has been seen a way to reduce the trade-offs of improving value for customers through variety and increasing productivity through standardization (Nahmens & Bindroo, 2011). The same authors highlight that even though both MC and Lean construction seek for production efficiencies, lean is not focus on increasing product variety. However, the perspective of the production as a flow and flexibility of the production system can support the offer of high product variation, which is a key feature of MC (Nahmens & Bindroo, 2011). Additionally, Martinez, Tommelein and Alvear (2017) state that the combination of lean production system with IT can enable the application of MC in affordable housing by reducing lead time, improving communication and shared information.

The challenges for implementing lean principles in MC contexts can increase according to the degree of customisation and level of customers involvement in manufacturing (Stump & Badurdeen, 2012) as well as in housing (Nahmens & Bindroo, 2011). Thus, the
understanding of the connections between MC practices and Lean principles in this research was perceived as an opportunity to comprehend the underpinning ideas from best practices in order to ease their application in different contexts, and apply it on a specific case study. Additionally, identifying these connections can provide some insights of the potential benefits that the construction companies can achieve by applying practices related to a specific decision category and lean principles.

RESEARCH METHOD

The methodological approach adopted in this research was Design Science Research, which aims to build innovative solution concepts for classes of real world problem and, at the same time, make scientific contributions to a specific field of knowledge (Kasanen, Lukka, & Siitonen, 1993; Lukka, 2003). In this research, the practical problem addressed was how construction companies can address the productivity-flexibility trade-off and improve cost-benefits through mass customisation strategies. The main theoretical contributions relate to describing relationships between MC decision categories and Lean concepts and principles.

The research process was divided into three stages: (i) understand the problem and identify MC practices in the literature; (ii) assess practices used in an empirical study; (iii) reflect about underlying ideas, analysing the connections between MC and Lean.

A set of practices was identified in a literature review focused on mass customisation in the construction industry. The practices were extracted from academic publications, and further categorized according to core functional areas in the companies, their country of application, authorship, etc. Based on the classification of practices, MC decision categories were identified.

In the second phase, an empirical study was undertaken about a house building company from the South of Brazil (Company A). This company has over 20 years of experience, mostly in the upper middle and in the middle-class segments. The provision of customized housing projects as part of the competitive advantage of the company was one of the key elements for its selection for this empirical study. The company has a business unit dedicated to the customisation of housing units, that addresses a set of market segments with different levels of choice. This study addresses a relatively new product line in which the company provides a limited offering to fulfill customer’s choices. Focusing on the line that fits the most the MC approach, where the productivity-flexibility trade-off must be managed closely, in order to improve the value generation to customers without substantially increasing costs and lead time.

The third stage of the study involved analysis and reflection of the empirical study and literature review findings.

Multiple sources of evidence used: (i) 11 semi-structured interviews with architects, managers and other professionals from company A; (ii) 4 open-ended interviews with professionals involved in the customisation process; (iii) analysis of documents related to the customisation process, mostly related to the solution spaces adopted in different projects; (iv) participant observation in planning and control meetings, and in one
customisation event promoted by the company; and (v) 3 meetings to discuss the customization process map and improvement opportunities.

RESULTS

IDENTIFICATION OF BEST PRACTICES IN THE LITERATURE

Based on the literature review approximately 100 MC practices in housing were identified in different countries, e.g. Japan, United Kingdom, Germany, Brazil, Ecuador, Mexico and South Korea. Practices were classified into several decision categories, which were divided into four groups: core categories, product design, customer integration and operations. The main decision categories are presented below, some of which were proposed by Rocha (2011), and others emerged as part of the literature review carried out in this investigation.

The core categories are related to the establishment of the MC strategy and definition of product variety, are they: (i) Solution Space (adapted from Rocha (2011)), (ii) Strategy and customisation level (adapted from Rocha (2011)), (iii) Assessment and feedback and (iv) communication of the information about customization. The solution space is a set of customisation units (i.e. the customizable attributes of the product and their range of options) and rules for combining them to be offered to customers, which outlines the definition of product variants in a MC strategy (Rocha, 2011; Salvador; Holan; Piller, 2009). When proposed by Rocha (2011) the solution space and customization units were two different decision categories. However, a fusion of this decision categories is proposed due to their interdependency, once there is no solution space without customization units and the customization units need to be combined in solutions space in order to be offered to customers. The second decision category is related to the MC Strategy and level of customization, the level or taxonomies of customisation refer to the strategy that companies adopt to satisfy different markets through the value chain (Fogliatto; Da Silveira; Borenstein, 2012). It is related to the customer order decoupling point (CODP) and product variants definitions, providing a holistic view of the process. Additionally, this category relates to the company’s competitive strategy and position in the market. The second adaptation proposed is the consideration of the level of customization to be a core concern for the establishment of the customization strategy, rather than what was proposed by Rocha (2011) to be only related to production.

The new core categories defined based on the literature review and researchers insights from the empirical study are (iii) Assessment and feedback and (iv) Communication of customisation information. The third core decision category mentioned addresses the need for defining the approaches to assess customers demand for customisation to establish a solution space accordingly and to evaluate the delivered product after occupancy to understand emerging and evolving requirements. Additionally, it is necessary to establish how is this information will be used to feedback the PDP. It is strongly related to Customer integration and value generation. The fourth core decision category is related to one of the key issues in companies that implement MC that is the improvement of the information flow between departments to facilitate collaboration and increase value generation (Barlow, 1998; Martínez et al., 2017; Tillmann & Formoso, 2008). This decision category embraces practices that promote transparency and continuous improvement, by making relevant
customisation information available to stakeholders along the product development process.

Customer integration related practices are: (i) Visualization Approaches (Rocha (2011)) (ii) Configuration Sequence (Rocha (2011)) (iii) Customer interaction and relationship. The visualization approaches are related to the Definition of how and to whom (i.e. customer, company or both) customisation units will be displayed (Rocha, 2011). There are three types of approaches: collaborative, transparent and Do-It-Yourself (Rocha, 2011). This category of decision is also related to the existing interface with clients and provided information about the process for customers. The second decision category related to the customer integration practices is the configuration sequence, which involves the establishment of the sequence of customisation units or decisions to be made by customers in the product configuration process in order to define variants (Rocha, 2011). The sequence is deeply influenced by the level of customisation and customisation units available. The third decision category mentioned in this group, was proposed in this research, and is related to the definition of the approaches to interact with clients along the product configuration process and the development of a relationship with customers to achieve loyalty.

The decision categories related to operations and supply chain proposed by Amorim (2018), strongly related to different lean principles, are: (i) Supply Chain Management, (ii) Production Planning and Control Emphasizing Pull Production, and (iii) Production System Flexibility. The supply chain management decision category is related to increasing the output flexibility and transparency, simplify by reducing the number of parts, reduce the batch size and lead time, and improve value generation (Koskela, 2000). The second decision category in this group is concerned with controlling production and managing information flows according to the release of customer order. The company must align the production planning and control system with the customisation offered to customers to be able to deliver customised housing units. According to Koskela (2000), pull production can bring benefits such as increasing the output flexibility and transparency, and reduce the lead time.

**ANALYSIS OF THE CUSTOMISATION STRATEGY OF COMPANY A**

Company A’s Customisation Department is responsible for the definition of the solution space for each project. At the conceptual stage, customisation units (i.e.: customizable attributes and their available options) of the housing unit layout and finishings to be offered to customers are discussed with the Product Development Department. Subsequently, the layout customisations units and deadline for customisation decisions are defined by the Project Launch Committee. An event involving several departments of the company is carried out for each new conceptual design a brief that is delivered to architecture designers.

After the project launches into the market, clients will choose a layout option when buying the units. The customisation department is responsible for processing that information and delivering it to the construction site. Simultaneously to sales, customisation units related to the finishings are defined by the customisation team. These customisation units are later offered to clients in an event, named “first visit”, in which clients visit a housing unit prototype. During the event, a customisation guide is delivered
to customers so that they can choose alternatives from a kind of choice menu. Afterwards, customers have to sign an additional contract concerned with the customisation of housing units and this information is processed and summarized to be delivered to the production management team. Finally, the customisation team performs periodic construction site visits to check the fulfillment of the customer order.

**Assessment of the practices in company A**

From the set of practices identified in the literature, only 75 were assessed in this empirical study, excluding the 25 design related practice, since the design of the projects for company A was done by subcontracted architectural and engineering firms. An assessment was made on the degree of implementation of practices, according to a 5 points scale: applied, partially applied, not applied, improvement recommended, recommended. **Error! Reference source not found.** presents an overview of the degree of implementation of practices according to decision categories. This assessment was based in the multiple the sources of evidence of the study, especially in the semi-structured interviews and the analysis of documents.

The customer interaction and relationship category had the highest degree of implementation, mainly due to the creation of several communication channels with customers, which allows a follow up to be carried out until project delivery. Additionally, company A applies 2 practices from the set available for communication of customisation information: (i) produce a list of the necessary materials and labour costs for product change to customers and cost estimators; and (ii) visits to the construction site by the customisation team to check the compliance of the product with customisation orders.

Moreover, there were some practices related to visualization approaches to inform customers about the available customisation units and the standard product specifications by interacting with a product prototype. The practice applied regarding production planning and control emphasizing pull production was the use of postponement strategies, through additional work on the delivery. This is done by the offer of additional customisation units to customers related to finishing and furniture among others, after the housing unit is handover, operationalized by the customisation department by coordinating different suppliers.

Many improvement opportunities exist in Company A in the implementation of MC practices: in eighth of the nine decision categories analysed, the full or partial adoption of practices was higher than 50%. Several best practices related to the “information flow along the customisation process” decision category were found in the literature. However, most of them are not found in the Company A. This low rate of application reflects the lack of integration among departments involved in the customisation process, as revealed during the semi-structured interviews. The decision category “assessment and feedback” is another example of improvement opportunity for Company A. Although several best practices were found in the literature, the degree of implementation in that company was very low. In fact, the solution space for each market segment was usually proposed relying in the customisation team expertise only.

Furthermore, the improvement recommended (rose) and recommended practices (red) (**Error! Reference source not found.**) were proposed according on the identified
opportunities found in Company A. The most critical decision categories to be addressed were assessment and feedback, communication of customisation information, solution space and production planning and control emphasizing pull production. In those categories, there were practices that could be used in the specific context of Company A.

![Figure 1: Degree of implementation of practices according to decision categories](image)

Examples of practices and improvements recommended for Company A are briefly described in Table 1. For instance, one key issue identified during the empirical study was that many customers would only be aware that they could customize their housing unit during the “first visit” event. Thus, one of the recommendations made to the company was to inform their clients in product leaflets about how the customisation process occurs and the available solution space to the project. This recommendation can increase the impact of the customisation strategy of the company in attracting potential customers. Another measure that can contribute to the dissemination of the customisation strategy is the development of an informative and advertising area about customisation on the company website.

**Table 1: summary of improvement opportunities and recommended practices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Improvement Opportunities</th>
<th>Examples of Recommended practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Map Customisation process for low-end projects</td>
<td>Systematically map the product development process aiming to find process improvement opportunities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add a description of customisation process and solution space to product catalogue</td>
<td>Use of catalogues as tool to advertise and inform customers about customisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Align the solution space definition with customers’ demands</td>
<td>Identify the demand for customisation to define the customisation units and delimitate the solution space.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
connections between mass customization best practices in housing and lean production

discussion

According to the literature review, MC and Lean Production share a common ground in many aspects. Indeed, during the process of obtaining an in-depth understanding of the MC practices and decision categories, several connections to Lean concepts and principles emerged, such as the strong relationship between the solution space definition and the value generation concept and the use of pull production to reduce productivity-flexibility trade-offs. In Figure 2 the a set of relationships between MC practices and Lean Production concepts are summarized, according to decision categories. It is noteworthy that the core decision categories for defining the MC strategy are the ones which present the largest number of connections to Lean concepts: communication of customization information (7), solution space (7), and strategy and level of customization (6).

| Increase collaboration between departments and involvement in the definition of the solution space | Definition of a limited solution space to offer to the clients and to achieve scale economies. |
| Improve Market research and Post occupancy assessment methods | The definition of customization units should balance customers’ perceived value with their production costs. |
| Increase the communication between sectors involved in customization | Monitor the product in use to capture requirements and feedback the product development process. |
| | Devise a communication channel to collect and share data about customers’ configuration order, monitor its evolution and ease communication within departments |

Figure 2: Mass customization decision categories and Lean Concepts Sankey diagram
For example, the communication of customisation information is related to standardization of information flows, increasing transparency by showing clearly the customers’ orders along product development, and ensuring that customers’ requirements are achieved along this process improving value generation. Additionally, it relates to collaboration among the different departments of the company to create trustworthy shared information, contributing also to reduce the lead time, continuous improvement, and reduction of the number of steps and parts. Other decision categories shown more specific connections to Lean concepts, such as the use of pull production, is only related to the production planning and control decision category, while production system flexibility is only related to the reduction of the lead and setup time.

Finally, it is interesting to note that the value generation concept is the one with the largest number of connections to different decision categories, which is coherent with Koslela (2000)’s statement that the emergence of MC is based on this concept. Another noteworthy fact, is that the practices and decision categories related to operations and focusing on the efficiency were easier to connect with the lean principles, corroborating Nahmens and Bindroo 2011 and Stump & Badurdeen, 2012 findings.

CONCLUSION

This paper has discussed a set of decision categories for the implementation of MC in house building, and has explored the underlying ideas extracted from MC best practices from different countries that have been reported in the literature. This set of decision categories have been built on previous work (Rocha, 2011), being especially extended in the customer integration and operations groups. In this research some new decision categories were proposed, such as “communication of the customisation information” and “assessment and feedback”. In addition, this paper made contributions towards establishing relationships between the decision categories and practices.

From a practical perspective, this set of decision categories were useful for assessing the MC strategy adopted by a house building company from Brazil, and identify some improvement opportunities. From a theoretical perspective, several connections were established between decision categories and Lean Production concepts, which can be helpful for adapting some of the practices to different contexts.

Although this paper explored some relationships between MC decision categories and lean concepts and principles, there are several opportunities for further development of research studies on the scope of decisions and best practices adopted by house-building companies. Another relevant future research area is the use IT and BIM based tools to support customers’ requirement management, visualization approaches, and collaborative processes related to MC, in order to improve decision making and make information flows more effective along the product development process.
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